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matching EasySwing 7708 Variant 82R
with Wallfree function

steplessly adjustable headrests

4718
Composition:
82R / 80R
Cover: 
33 Buffalo elefant

2021

under model no. 4708 
available with Cumuly 
function!



Model plan 4718 

- matching EasySwing chair 7708

- headrest adjustment with comfort fitting

- adjustment on electrical variants via sensors at 
the side of the seat

- required wall clearance for variants 82, 81 and 
80: 7 cm

- optionally available with wooden feet (variant 
A, P) or metal feet (variant N, R)

- for all electrical variants an electrical adjust-
ment of headrest is available

- The wooden feet are available in:
           • 43 beech 
  (stain according to wood colour chart)
           • 58 wild oak (stain 017, 617, 681)

- all variants „N“ and „R“ are available 
 in the following versions:  
 61 - high gloss polished

  62 - stainless steel look
  63 - anthracite (powder-coated)

- all el. variants are available with external 
 storage battery

- easy handling through plug-in connection
- an additional storage battery can be ordered 
separately

- small, easily handable charging station
- available in the colours silver and anthracite

82 A 82 P 12 A82 N 82 R 12 N 01

81 A 81 P 11 A81 N 81 R 11 N

80 A 80 P 10 A80 N 80 R 10 N

W/D/H: 204/106/97 W/D/H: 204/106/97 W/D/H: 204/106/97W/D/H: 204/106/97 W/D/H: 204/106/97 W/D/H: 204/106/97 W/D/H: 68/53/40

W/D/H: 167/106/97 W/D/H: 167/106/97 W/D/H: 167/106/97W/D/H: 167/106/97 W/D/H: 167/106/97 W/D/H: 167/106/97

W/D/H: 147/106/97 W/D/H: 147/106/97 W/D/H: 147/106/97W/D/H: 147/106/97 W/D/H: 147/106/97 W/D/H: 147/106/97

in the versions:

A: with wooden feet
N: with metal feet

in the versions:

P: with wooden feet
R: with metal feet

in the versions:

A: with wooden feet
N: with metal feet

X: with plastic gliders

manual Cumuly comfort function footstoolelectrical Cumuly comfort function without function

storage battery optionally 
in silver or anthracite

cover

contrast stitching
possible

casual

workmanship 
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